Piero della Francesca, Flagellation. Urbino, Galleria Nazionale delle Marche
Introduction
In order to view properly a painting in linear perspective we need to stand with an eye at the height of the picture's horizon level, directly in front of its central vanishing point and at a distance equal to that indicated by its distance point (figs. 1-5). By contrast, if a painting is in anamorphosis 1 we need to view it from a position off to the side (to the right in the case of fig. 19 ). Most of us simply take these rules for granted. This essay opens with a survey of literature con-firming that the realities of pictorial composition are more complex. Classic examples of linear perspective including Piero della Francesca's Flagellation are then re-examined. It is demonstrated that such paintings can also profitably be viewed from positions off to the side. It is claimed that Renaissance paintings with a central vanishing point were intended to be seen from multiple points of view, and not just from directly in front.
A contrast follows between undesired distortions of linear perspective and planned distortions in anamorphosis. This leads to an outline history of anamorphic and nonlinear projection methods, including the use of mirrors and other devices. Connections between optics, surveying and cylindrical projection methods are examined as are discrepancies between theories of vision and representation overlooked by Panofsky and other cultural historians. The significance of Renaissance linear perspective (and anamorphosis) is then reassessed.
Survey of Literature
In 1824, William Wollaston writing "On the Apparent Direction of Eyes in a Portrait", drew attention to the way in which eyes in a portrait follow one even if one views it from the side. 2 In 1828, the Frenchman, Raymond, also addressed this phenomenon, attempting to identify its causes. 3 Giuseppe Ovio, Director of the Institute of Clinical Ophthalmology at Modena had different motives for examining this problem of viewpoints in paintings. Convinced that the laws of linear perspective must correspond generally with those of optics, he made a series of experiments on perceptual effects produced by vertically and laterally displaced picture planes. 4 His work has not received the attention it deserves. In 1931, a psychologist, Robert H. Thouless, studied how objects continue to look right even when they are seen obliquely from off side. He coined this "Phenomenal Regression to the Real Object". 5 The relationship between laws of optics and linear perspective was also a starting point of Maurice Pirenne's studies. Scholars such as Panofsky (1927) 6 and White (1949, 1951) 7 had argued that linear perspective was merely a convention, at variance with optical laws.
Pirenne set out to demonstrate experimentally that linear perspective had scientific laws in accordance with those of optics (1952) . 8 These studies led him to compare effects of Optics, Painting and Photography (1970) . 9 With a pinhole camera he painstakingly explored and analysed distortion effects with lateral displacement of three-dimensional and painted objects, including the famous trompe l'oeil ceiling in Il Gésu. In 1975 he examined what happens to a pinhole image of Piero della Francesca's Flagellation as the viewpoint is moved from in front to off side 10 ; a commentary as it were on his friend B.A.R. Carter's earlier perspectival analysis of the same picture (1953) . 11 Pirenne's excellent work deserves much more study.
In the meantime, however, the opinions of a philosopher with no understanding of the technicalities of perspective, attracted much more attention. Nelson Goodman (1968) felt linear perspective was a convention and insisted that an "artist who wants to produce a spatial representation that the present day Western eye will accept as faithful must defy the laws of geometry". 12 This was a direct challenge to Gibson (1960) 13 , whose response came in the form of a new definition of pictures (1971) . 14 In London, Ernst Gombrich had also become interested in these problems. In his essay in honour of Nelson Goodman (1972) 15 he referred to the experiment by Thouless and drew attention to constancies involved when perspectival drawings or photographs are viewed from positions off to the side. The following year, Gombrich (1973) also explored these constancies in the case of photographs of Hobbema's Avenue. 16 This confirmed that like the eyes studied by Wheatstone, painted streets also follow a viewer as he moves off to the side. These writings of Gibson, Goodman, Gombrich and Pirenne were sources for Kenneth R. Adams "Perspective and the Viewpoint" (1972) in which he analysed mathematically how geometrical picture space changes with the observer's viewpoint. 17 Considered together, it is striking that these authors have all concentrated on a negative point: namely, that paintings in linear perspective when seen from viewpoints off to the side are not as distorted as one would expect. By contrast, the essay that follows will focus on a positive claim 18 : that paintings in linear perspective acquire new meaning when seen from viewpoints off to the side. 
Looking from the Side
What happens if we look at a perspectival painting such as Piero della Francesca's Flagellation ( fig. 1 ) from a point off to the left side of the painting? From this viewpoint the three foreground figures standing on the right fade into the back-ground. The geometrical pattern of the pavement suddenly comes into focus. We can see clearly an eight pronged star-like figure, in front of Christ who stands in the centre of a black circle. The red tiles of the pavement in the foreground which had appeared rectangular are now recognized as squares. The pavement as a whole combines to give an unexpected spatial effect which focusses our attention on the flagellation scene.
This could of course be a freak case. We shall show, however, that it is the rule. The view of an Ideal City now in Urbino ( fig. 2 ) offers a fine testcase. A classic example of a painting in linear perspective, it has often been attributed to Piero della Francesca. 19 Seen from directly in front everything appears to be correct, although the central building is somewhat squat. Viewed from a position off to the left side, or the right, the scene changes drastically. The central building becomes considerably taller, sleeker and rounder. The hitherto rectangular patterns of the pavement are now recognized as squares which evoke a sense of depth, enhanced in turn by the rows of buildings on either side.
A similar city view in intarsia is in the Pitti Palace in Florence (fig. 3 ). Viewed from directly in front, the pavement is covered with broad rectangles. From a viewpoint off to the side -either right or left -these are transformed into a series of foreshortened squares. What had formerly appeared a wider piazza now narrows into a regular street the pavement of which combines with the flanking houses to produce an unexpected sense of depth.
The related Berlin panel ( fig. 4 ) is no less interesting in this respect. Viewed from off to the left, the dozen black foreground rectangles appear as twelve squares and the flattened lozenges they enclose are recognized as diamond shapes, or squares tilted at 45° relation to the horizon. What had been a rectangled pavement leading to the port now appears as a broad avenue of squares, which again combines with adjacent buildings to create a sense of depth. The four foreground columns function spatially, while the ceiling they support, which had seemed a strange play of light and shade, comes into focus as a surface with inverted pyramids reminiscent of the facade of the Palazzo dei Diamanti in Ferrara.
In the Baltimore panel (fig. 5) these changes are no less surprising. Viewed from the left or from the right side the dark rectangle surrounding the central fountain shrinks into a square. The piazza in the middle-ground shrinks into a boulevard culminating in perspectival stairs. The colisseum-like building to the left of the triumphal arch becomes round and the squat octangular building to the right of the arch appears considerably more elegant. The complete scene now evokes an impressive sense of depth.
Piero della Francesca's Brera Altarpiece ( fig. 6 ) is a rather different painting. When viewed from off to the left side the vault and inverted scallop shell evoke a sense of depth. Something unexpected also happens: the suspended (ostrich) 20 egg trans-forms itself into a perfect sphere. This could seem far-fetched were it not that Piero himself gives careful instructions how to achieve this effect in his theoretical treatise De prospectiva pingendi.
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When Velazquez' Rokeby Venus ( fig. 7 ) is viewed from directly in front it appears as if the artist were unaware of optical laws. The painted mirror is so positioned that it could not possibly reflect the face of Venus as it does. If, however, the painting is viewed from a point off to the right the orientation of the mirror aligns itself with the face of Venus such that the painting now appears correct.
Classic examples of linear perspective thus possess distortions when seen frontally which decrease when seen from viewpoints off to the side. The laws of linear perspective provide an explanation for this paradox. The inverse size-distance law of perspective applies only to objects positioned parallel to the picture plane. These objects diminish without distortion ( fig. 8 ). When objects are not parallel to the picture plane each point on their surface is at a different distance from this plane with the result that they diminish with distortion. Regular shapes such as pavements, ceilings and walls positioned at right angles to the picture plane have two sides which are parallel to this plane while the other two are not.
A simple example helps make this clear. Take the case of a square ABCD ( fig. 9 ) positioned on the ground directly behind a picture plane. The sides AB and CD of this square are parallel to the picture plane and therefore diminish without distortion (i.e. the original size CD diminishes to C, D, on the picture plane). The other two sides AD and BC are not parallel to the picture plane and therefore diminish with distortion (i.e. AD to AD, and BC to BC).
This distortion is also effected by the height of the vanishing point ( fig. 9 ii-v). When the vanishing point is higher, the perspectival images of squares have a greater resemblance to the original shapes. However, such a higher vanishing point, if it be near the picture plane, leads to 1. a great discrepancy between the perspectival images of the first and second squares (cf. or and re in fig. 34 ) and 2 to a scene dominated by geometrical patterns of pavements and/or ceilings. To avoid these disadvantages artists usually choose a lower viewpoint where perspectival distortion is more coherent, although greater ( fig. 9 i-iv, cf. figs. 1-5). fig. 9 .1) in turn undergo a greater diminution than the orthogonals (AD, and BC). This serves as a corrective for the distortion such that the original shapes can now be recognized more clearly. This is why standard perspectival paintings are profitably viewed from the side.
Piero della Francesca must have known this. The dramatic effect of his egg in the Brera Altarpiece depends on its being seen from directly in front as well as from the side. In other words he must have intended that his perspectival paintings be seen from multiple points of view. (So too must Holbein when he painted The Ambassadors fifty years later). Piero's contemporaries responsible for the Baltimore, Berlin and Urbino panels were there-fore almost certainly aware that these works gained in apparent depth when not seen from a position directly in front of the central vanishing point.
Leonardo da Vinci is often criticized for having constructed his Last Supper (1495-1497) in such a way that its central vanishing point could only be seen directly if one stood on a ladder or related platform. The evidence of Piero and his contemporaries suggests, however, that Leonardo chose his inaccessible vanishing point consciously, thus inviting viewers to explore the depth enhancing effects of viewpoints off centre. In which case the Last Supper can be seen as a demonstration how a work in linear perspective can be viewed by a number of persons at once from multiple viewpoints. Or as the modern psychologists would say: it is a demonstration of the constancies.
On manuscript A 40 V (1492) Leonardo distinguishes clearly between regular perspectival works which can be viewed by a number of persons at once and other (we would say anamorphic) pictures which have their viewpoint controlled by a peep-hole 22 (buso). In this context the Last Supper can be seen as a challenge to the assumption that works in perspective need to be seen from a single position opposite their central vanishing point.
Perspective and Anamorphosis
What then is the difference between a regular perspectival painting and an anamorphic one if both contain distortions and both are profitably viewed from the side? In the case of linear perspective an artist is usually intent on rendering an entire scene spatially. Here distortion of certain parts is an undesired byproduct.
The term "anamorphosis" is often used loosely to refer to distortion in general. It is more appropriately used to refer to those cases where distortion is a desired effect. In anamorphosis an artist usually limits himself to a single object and deliberately projects it (or changes its scale) so that it is deformed or even unrecognizable when viewed from directly in front. Sometimes such objects are integrated into an otherwise normal scene, as for example, with Piero's egg ( fig. 6 ) or Holbein's skull. Frequently the deformed object dominates and is surrounded by regular perspectival landscapes, as in the case of Schrot's portrait of Edward VI ( fig. 19 ).
Origins of Anamorphosis
What prompted artists from the latter 15 th century onwards to distort images deliberately? At the outset necessity must have played a role. By the early 15`h century it had become fashionable to cover the walls of side chapels with frescoes. The closest a member of the congregation (E in fig. 10 ) could come to such a chapel was by kneeling in front of the altar (F in fig. 10 ) from which position he saw two walls in extremely foreshortened form (AB and CD in fig. 10 ).
It is likely that some of the first deliberate distortions were designed to compensate for such extreme viewpoints. Indeed it may be no coincidence that some frescoes in inverted perspective, such as those in Santa Croce in Florence, look suprisingly convincing when seen from such view-points off to the side. Van Thiel 23 has drawn attention to a sixteenth century version of this problem. Tintoretto's Last Supper in San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice looks distorted when seen from directly in front. When seen off side from a position directly in front of the altar, the painting appears correct.
Shadows are another factor that led artists to study distorted projections. Euclid in his Elements had described (I: 36) how any two parallelograms between parallel lines and with equal bases are equal in area (i.e. ABCD = BOE in fig. 15 ). Leonardo studies this proposition ( fig. 16 ) and explores its implications for circular forms (figs. 17-18). In his approach geometry and anamorphic transformations of a circle go hand in hand.
Euclid had concentrated on geometrical laws of two dimensional shapes. His interest in three-dimensional shapes was limited to the five Platonic solids. Piero della Francesca, and Leonardo more so, are concerned with controlling and predicting transformations of both two and three-dimensional shapes. Thus Piero's famous egg ( fig. 6 ) is both a mathematical demonstration of control and a visual demonstration of geometrical play in the profound sense (ludo geometrico).
The repertoire of shapes, and the complexity of the projection planes which were used, evolved slowly. Piero della Francesca describes three shapes in his De prospectiva pingendi (c. 1480): a sphere projected as an egg, a goblet and a ring. 25 Leonardo adds a child's face (CA 35va). Schrot draws a boy's face: Edward VI ( fig. 19 ). Egnazio Danti, in his edition of Vignola's Due regole della prospettiva pratica (Rome, 1583) publishes a drawing of a man's face which he claims is the invention of Tommaso Laureti ( fig. 20) . 26 Marolois, in his treatise (1614) replaces the face with a dog 27 ( fig. 21 ).
Anamorphosis and Alternatives to Linear Perspective
In the exploration of anamorphosis in cases involving complex projection planes, practical incentives again played a role. For instance, Leonardo da Vinci describes the problem of drawing pictures in the corner of a room. 28 Marolois (1614) is the first to publish this problem (figs. 23-24), which is later adapted for a peep-show in Copenhagen (figs. 25-26). 29 Ceilings posed related problems with respect to semi-cylindrical surfaces. Leonardo discusses two solutions in his Treatise of Painting. 30 Abraham Bosse is one of the first to publish at length on this theme. 31 A fashion also developed of projecting images onto complex surfaces such as the interiors and exteriors of square and round versions of the visual pyramid (figs. 27-28).
Anamorphosis, Mirrors and Special Devices
This fashion extended to the use of mirrors. An early 16`h century invention, attributed to Leonardo, involved an image projected onto triangular bars, requiring a plane mirror to be seen properly. 32 Egnazio Danti is the first to publish this device. 33 33 In the 1630's the calculation of anamorphosis in connection with conical and cylindrical mirrors becomes a mathematical game for thinkers such as Vaulezard. 34 Playing with the practical results soon becomes the fashion in Paris society. 35 Leupold (1739) claims to be the first to invent mechanical devices which plot these projections automatically 36 (figs. 22, 29). While pragmatism and fashion are important for the development of these complex projection methods, surveying practice and optical theory also play a significant role. 
Surveying and Perspective
From the outset there were close links between surveying and linear perspective. In Germany, it was assumed that the term "perspective" was synonymous with the "art of measurement". 37 Whence it is no coincidence that Dürer discusses perspective in his Underweysung der Messung (1525). At least since the time of Hero of Alexandria round tablets had been used for surveying purposes. 38 Alberti in the 15 th century described the use of such a round tablet in his Descriptio urbis Romae. Gerard de Jode (1594) 39 describes the use of visual angles in surveying to record a scene or landscape.
In 1508 Leonardo explores the systematic diminution of visual angles in surveying under the heading of perspective. 40 By 1583, Danti, in his edition of Vignola's treatise on perspective, notes how these visual angles diminish proportionally with distance. 41 An interplay between surveying and perspective thus helps to account for the origins of the proportional compass (cf. Galileo). Whence it is not surprising that several key figures at the turn of the seventeenth century, e.g. Guidobaldo del Monte, Jobst Bürgi and Levinus Hulsius, are writing both on perspective and proportional compasses. Nor is it surprising that such compasses should be used by the mathematician Vaulezard 42 for both perspectival and anamorphic drawings. Indeed a tradition emerges in which proportional compasses are discussed in connection with perspective (e.g. Lambert 43 ). In other words, the interplay of surveying and perspective led, though the proportional compass, to both linear perspectival and anamorphic projection methods.
Surveying, Perspective and Cylindrical Projections
The interplay between surveying and perspective also led to such circular tablets becoming linked with cylindrical projection methods. An example is Baldassare Lanci's instrument, dated 1567, now in the Museum for the History of Science in Florence ( fig.  30 ). It is partly intended to function as a traditional surveying instrument, as confirmed by its compass, two rods for measuring angles and the text inscribed around its circumference: "Agents and mathematicians can find use in this instrument both for geography and topography since it is especially easy with this kind of instrument to take any site whatever and have a perfect notation and make a picture of every distance." 44 In addition the instrument has a series of small holes around its circumference designed for mounting a hemi-cylindrical projection plane which has since been lost (cf. fig. 31 ). In the centre of the circular tablet is a swivel device with a sighting tube and needle-like marker. This combination permits one to look through the sighting tube and trace its position directly onto the hemi-cylindrical projection plane.
Daniele Barbaro saw this instrument -or one very much like it -at Baldassare Lanci's home and gives a published account of its use for drawing purposes in his treatise on perspective 45 (1569). Egnazio Danti, in his edition of Vignola's treatise, provides an illustration of the instrument as it once was ( fig. 31 ), a detailed account of its use, plus a critique of its shortcomings. 46 Danti mentions that Lanci's device "was used by many others". An unpublished drawing ( fig. 32 ) by Johann Kretzmayer (Krezmaier), in a manuscript with extracts of treatises on perspective, offers evidence that this instrument was used North of the Alps. 47 In Marolois' treatise the hemi-cylindrical projection plane recurs on its own ( fig. 35 ). Hence the surveying tradition provided incentives for the development of both linear and cylindrical projection methods.
Optics versus Perspective
Another incentive for cylindrical projection methods came from the optical tradition. Euclid in theorem 10 of his Optics had stated: "It is obvious also that planes situated higher up will appear concave" 48 . Witelo, in his twelfth century optical thesaurus, developed this statement (IV:37): "And it follows from this that with the eye raised, many a surface of a plane far from the eye will appear concave for the forms of such points tend to the eye by means of a circumference around the centre of sight because of the equality of the visual power." 49 Hence a series of points equidistant from the eye defines a concave surface. Witelo discusses it but does not draw it.
Leonardo da Vinci takes up this problem in the mid 1480's ( fig. 33 ) and discusses it in some detail in 1492. He draws ( fig. 34 ) an eye at m looking at the objects ov and vx. The first object ov appears on the vertical picture plane as or; the second, radically smaller as re. In order to compensate for this radical change in projected size, Leonardo suggests a peep-hole (buso). 50 Alternatively he recommends a curved (cylindrical) plane op which is equidistant from the eye m. 51 On this plane the objects ov and vx are projected as ot and ts. He explores this concept of a curved plane, equidistant from the eye, in several later sketches. His diagrams suggest that he intended the curved plane to be cylindrical rather than spherical. There is no firm evidence that he ever constructed either a cylindrical or a spherical plane for purposes of representation.
In any case these writings confirm how Leonardo's interest in optical theory led him to explore curved projection methods as alternatives to linear perspective. He makes it clear that these alternatives only come into question under extreme conditions and recommends that these extreme conditions be avoided in order that linear perspective can be used. 52 However, he makes no attempt to reconcile his theory of vision with his theory of representation, as we might be tempted to assume he should.
From a modern standpoint it is clear that the perspectival law of planes applies whether objects are higher up or off to the side. Hence in figure 36 , the objects O, P, and Q, are projected equally as O, P and Q respectively because they are all in one object plane equidistant from the picture plane. Prior to Desargues (1636), however, theoreticians treated the perspectival representation of scenes as one problem, the use of optical adjustments with objects higher up as a second and objects off to the side as a third and quite distinct problem.
With respect to objects higher up, Euclidean optical theory offered a pragmatic solution: an object higher up subtends a smaller angle at the eye. A higher object must therefore be made correspondingly larger if it is to subtend the same visual angle at the eye as a lower object. This reasoning appears to have evolved by the fourth century BC in Greece. 53 In the Renaissance it is implicitly introduced by Leonardo in the 1490's in a number of sketches without text. 54 Dürer publishes the problem. 55 Thereafter this method of optical adjustments becomes a dominant solution in perspectival treatises. 56 It appears also in surveying treatises where the required height of objects and the angles they subtend become problems for calculation (figs. [41] [42] [43] . With authors such as Marolois, who write on both topics, these surveying aspects are integrated within his treatise on perspective (figs. 38-39).
In painting practice a curious compromise results. Artists tend to paint landscapes, scenes and buildings in accordance with linear perspective and then paint individual objects within this context in accordance with optical adjustments methods. Hence the figures on a building in a landscape by Claude are, for instance, radically smaller than those on the ground although they are both in a same plane ( fig. 45 cf. Giotto's pre-perspectival solution, fig. 44 ).
In the period 1640-1660 Girard Desargues and Abraham Bosse repeatedly attack this method of optical adjustments on the grounds that it contradicts the laws of linear perspective." If, for instance (as in our fig. 37 ), a man stands at EF and looks at the objects AB, AH, HI, IK, KL, LM and MN, the angle that they subtend at the eye decreases, but their perspectival size on the interposed plane CG remains constant (i.e. AB : A, B = NM : N, M).
This geometrical paradox led Bosse to insist that artists should draw what is there and not what they see. 57 This claim met with disfavour in the Academy and played a role in his being dismissed as professor of perspective. 58 The optical adjustments method, sanctioned by the Academy, thus held its ground and remained a standard solution throughout the eighteenth century as is illustrated by an example from Werner's treatise on perspective ( fig. 40 ).
Meanwhile theoreticians continued to treat the problems of objects off to the side as a fully distinct problem. Piero della Francesca's De prospectiva pingendi (c. 1480) is the first treatise in which the problem of columns off to the side is discussed 59 in some detail ( fig. 46 ). Leonardo devotes several pages to the problem and describes concrete experiments.
60 Luca Pacioli devises a mathematical formula for calculating the diminution of objects off to the side. 61 In the sixteenth century the problem is discussed by authors such as Cousin.
62 Marolois (1614) outlines a complex method for calculating diminution off to the side based on his surveying experience ( fig. 47 ). Pirenne (1970) describes a nineteenth century solution and analyses why the perspectival rendering of columns and spherical objects remains problematic to this day. 63 Hence although linear perspective theoretically introduces the possibility of a uniform treatment of space, painting practice continues to be much more complex. Compromises are made in the case of objects below, above and off to the side. Sometimes these compromises are made in accordance with a theory of vision and sometimes not. There is no necessary connection between theory of representation, practice of representation, theory of vision and actual visual experience.
Conclusions
Erwin Panofsky 64 , influenced by the Neo-Kantians, assumed that there must be necessary connections between the world view of a given culture, its theory of vision and its theory of projection and representation. He believed that a finite world view had con-strained the Greeks to develop both a curvilinear theory of vision and practice of representation. He was not clear whether this curvilinear method should be spherical or cylindrical. He assumed, in any case, that it would result in the fishbonelike alignment of vanishing points along a central axis ( fig. 48) . Neither a spherical nor a cylindrical projection plane placed in front of a model room with squares will produce such an effect (figs. 49-51). Panofsky also believed that the development of an infinite world view had led Brunelleschi to discover linear perspective which introduced a concept of uniform space in painting.
This new method of representation theoretically precluded alternatives involving cylindrical, curvilinear or angular projection methods. Moreover, linear perspective theoretically required a revision in the Euclidean theory of vision in order that apparent size be based on projected size (on planes) rather than on visual angles. With respect of optical adjustments methods we have evidence of their being used in sculpture, stage scenery and wall painting in Antiquity. Although these ancient methods were based on optical theory we have no concrete evidence of their having been linked with any systematic cylindrical or spherical projection method. We have evidence, however, that optical adjustments methods remained in use throughout the Renaissance, indeed throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (e.g. figs. [38] [39] [40] and that they were sometimes linked with cylindrical projection methods during this period. In short, Panofsky assumed that a given culture should have one world view, one theory of vision, one method of projection and one method of representation and that all these should be linked. In Antiquity this was certainly not the case, and such methods as there were recurred in the Renaissance.
With respect to the Renaissance, Brunelleschi's experiments introduced neither a sudden revolution in spatial theory nor in painting practice. Change was gradual. As late as the 1470's Piero was denying the inverse size distance law of linear perspective. Leonardo in the 1490's was the first to state it and demonstrate it experimentally. Even so the full implications of perspective's law of planes (cf. fig. 36 ) were not understood by Leonardo or even his sixteenth century followers.
It was not until the seventeenth century that individuals such as Desargues and Bosse became aware of discrepancies between the law of planes of linear perspective and their Euclidean theory of vision based on visual angles (contrast figs. 37 and 40). They did not, however, adjust their theory of vision. Instead they insisted that one must draw "what is there" and not "what one sees". Or to put it in modern terms, they were saying that linear perspective is a question of geometry (objective projections) independent of visual theory or psychology (subjective impressions).
Thus contrary to Panofsky's assumptions, the development of linear perspective introduces no new harmony, but rather a separation between theory of vision and theory of representation, a separation which in turn helps to explain one of the paradoxes of modern culture. On the one hand we are told that the scientific revolution demanded a denial of common sense sight. 66 On the other hand we are told that this scientific revolution depended on a new committment to observation. 67 Linear perspective achieved both of these requirements through the distinction that it provoked: a distinction between the geometry and psychology of a situation. Thereby Euclidean theories of vision could be denied or rather separated. Gombrich calls this the "how" of vision. 68 At the same time the geometry or visual information of a situation could be asserted. Gombrich terms this the "what" of vision 69 , and it is this that scientists mean when they stress the importance of observation.
According to Panofsky's explanation the development of linear perspective should have replaced alternatives such as cylindrical or spherical projection methods. Anamorphosis ought actually never to have taken place. The evidence of the texts shows, however, that anamorphosis cannot be dismissed as a marginal problem. Those who explore its principles do so in their treatises on linear perspective: e.g. Piero della Francesca, Leonardo da Vinci, Dürer, Danti, Vaulezard, Desargues and Bosse.
Moreover, most of these thinkers have interests in cylindrical, spherical and conic projections that go far beyond their artistic concerns. Leonardo da Vinci and Dürer are concerned with cartographic projections. Egnazio Danti has interest also in planisphere, astrolabe and sundial projections. Vaulezard and Desargues are concerned with the projection principles of conic sections. They approach these apparently disparate fields as examples of projection principles in general (they would have simply have said geometry). This is why they see less opposition than do we between linear perspective and anamorphosis. Both are three dimensional expressions of geometrical play ("ludo geometrico"): a profound game of systematically mastering all changes of form.
We need a new approach to linear perspective that relates it to the more general development of projection methods, and yet something more than that provided by nineteenth century historians of mathematics and science who were searching for the origins of descriptive geometry. It is not just a question of how the laws were discovered. Needed is a history of how these laws became recognized as being independent from Euclidean theories of vision; a history of how laws of projection and theories of vision were and were not applied to the "visual" arts. Such a history will need to emphasize that the Renaissance fascination with projection, which included linear perspective and anamorphosis, did not straight-jacket artists into becoming mechanical copiers of nature. Indeed it led gradually to a distinction between technical drawing and what we now term "fine art".
Paradoxically, the projection principles of perspective had an effect that was the reverse of taking away the artists' freedom. Perspective introduced new possibilities of playing with forms, not only in the natural world but equally in the mind.
The most famous examples of Renaissance perspective all involve idealized places, new fictions of the mind, rather than photographic-like copies of street scenes of actual places: e.g. the Baltimore, Berlin and Urbino panels (figs. 2-5), Piero's "Flagellation" (fig. 1) The Renaissance masters knew that they were not bound to the monotony of geometrical lines imposed by regular man-made objects. Leonardo explored such lines in his Uffizi study of the Adoration, but left them aside in his later version. After 1497 he abandoned man made objects altogether. Hence the Mona Lisa, the Virgin and St. Anne, the Bacchus and St. John have no constraining vanishing points. His successors followed suit.
During the Renaissance there evolved links between theories of vision, projection and representation. These links led some thinkers to recognize that here were clear distinctions to be made between subjective theories of vision and objective methods of projection. In this matter, lesser thinkers were less clear, whence the historical realities are more complex than Panofsky's assumptions allowed him to see.
Neo-Kantians may be disappointed, but they ought not to be. Such complexities of history confirm that every discovery of new laws and rules, inspires new exceptions thereto. That is why the discovery of laws of perspective and anamorphosis is a chapter in the discovery of human freedom.
Addendum
The original article provided exclusively Black/White images. The web version has added colour images from Google images. A list of credits follows: On a round table of brass a peg was fitted in the centre which could turn around and it was two fingers above the table and parted in the middle to a certain extent, such that it produced (something) like two ears, in the middle of which was another peg, a foot high and this peg was held by a little peg which passed from one ear to the other and it was possible to bring this peg into play and twist it and move it as was needed. On the top of the peg was fixed a copper pipe with a small aperture which might have been half a foot long and stood like the letter T, fixed on the peg in the middle of which was fixed another pipe of brass parallel to the first in such a way that, lowering the peg on the little peg, both pipes were lowered and they always stood at the same distance from one another. The purpose of the upper pipe was for looking through; the purpose of the lower pipe was to receive a thin iron rod behind its canal in order to thrust onto a plane elevated at right angles to the circumference of the instrument. Which plane was not higher than the second pipe, that is, it did not come to the height of the first because it was necessary that the first was free and not impeded in order to be able to see. In this plane things were to be put into perspective which is done in this way. Having placed the instrument on some flat surface, one regards through the upper pipe the contours of something point by point and where one fixes the eye in the upper pipe one makes the iron rod pass through the lower pipe which will touch the plane opposite and there it makes a point. And in this same way, moving the peg and directing it to the other parts of the things, looking through, one marks every point with the iron rod on the plane. This instrument is fine as far as invention goes, but as for usefulness it needs to be better formed and made larger with more instructions which I leave to the inventor who tells me he wishes to reform it." "FABRICA D'UN ALTRO INSTRUMENTO DI BAL-DESSARA LANCI CAP. IIII. BALDESSARA Lanci ingenioso ingegneri essendo io in Siena, mi mostro uno instrumento ritrovato da lui da porre in Perspettiva. Il quale (se bene mi ricordo) é di questa maniera. Sopra una tavola ritonda di ottone nel mezza era fitto uno pirone, ilquale si poteva volgere a torno, era alto dalla tavola due ditta, & partito nel mezzo fino ad uno certo termine, di modo che egli faceva come due orrechie, tra'1 mezzo dellequali v'era un'altro pirone, alto uno piede, & questo pirone era tenuto da uno pironzino, che passava da un' orecchia all'altra, & poteva in detto pirone giocare pie-garsi, & drizzarsi secondo il bisogno, sopra la cima del pirone v'era saldata una canna di rame con uno piccolo bucco, laquale poteva essere longa mezzo piede, & stava come la lettera T. saldata sopra l'pirone, nel mezzo delquale v'era saldata un'altra canna di ottone equalmente distante alla prima, di modo che abbassandosi il pirone sopra il pironzino, amendue le canne s'abbassavano & sempre stavano in pari distanza l'una dall'altra. L'ufficio della canna di sopra era per traguardare, l'ufficio della canna di sotto era per rice-vere uno sottile ferruccio, dentro al suo canale per poterlo spignere fin ad uno piano elevato ad anguli giusti nella cir-conferenza dello instrumento, ilqual piano non era piu alto della seconda canna, cioé non veniva all'altezza della prima, perche bisognaua, che la prima fusse libera & non impedita per potere traguardare. In questa piana si hanno a ponere le cose in Perspettiva, ilche si fa in questo modo posto lo instrumento sopra qualche piano, si guarda per la canna di sopra i contorni d'alcuna cosa a punto per punto, & dove si ferma il vedere nella canna di sopra, si fa trapassare il ferruccio per 1a canna di sotto, il quale va a ferire nella piana opposta, & ivi si fa punto, & con la medesima via movendo il pirone & volgendolo alle altre parti delle cose, traguard-ando si segna ogni punto con il ferruccio nella piana. Questo instrumento quanto alla inventione é bello, ma quanto all'uso ha bisogno di essere meglio formato, & fatto maggiore, & con piu avvertimenti, i quali lascio all'inventore, che mi disse di volerlo rifformare."
46 Egnazio Danti, as in note 33 above, pp. 61-62:
My translation is again followed by the original Italian: "This instrument, which Daniel Barbaro claims to have seen in Siena at the home of Baldassare Lanci of Urbino and which was used by many others is made as follows. To a circle similar to a platter a round table is attached, as would be a piece of the box of a drum of a circle of a large tin, as is seen (our fig. 31 ) in HLKI, which is attached to the round table GHSI. And then in the centre of this table is fitted a base which, at the centre A turns around and at the points C (and) B the ruler SE is positioned in such a manner that it turns in this circle. And at the summit of the ruler one places a little pipe or little ruler with two viewing holes at right ang-les in order to be able to see from nearby or from afar the things which need to be put into perspective. And lower down, that is, almost at the meeting point of the centre of the wooden circle one attaches to the said ruler SE another little pipe of copper, DF, which also stands at right angles to this ruler such that it is parallel to the one positioned above at the point E and such that when the one above turns or is raised or lowered, while the ruler SE turns around the points DB, this one below, DF, also turns rises or lowers. Then one attaches along the section of the circle HLKI a piece of paper and looking through the viewing holes E (and) T at what one wants to see, one puts a thread of iron in front of the little pipe DF and one makes a point on the paper attached to the circle; then following step by step until one has finished marking every point. And when one looks at the paper with the perspective that has been made, I say that, if it is taken from the circumference of the circle and reduced in a plane, that everything is false. And I show this as follows.
Let there be the sizes (our fig. 4 ) AF, FE, ED and DB and let the instrument with which we wish to draw in perspective be GL and let the eye be at the summit of the ruler at the point C, looking through which the above mentioned points are marked by the style at the points LKIHG of the paper. Now if the paper with the perspective were always to stand atta-ched to the circle, seen from the point C, everything would be well and the sizes, as in the case of AF and LK, being seen under a same angle ACE would appear equal and would show themselves to be the same. But when the paper is taken from the circumference LIG and is reduced to a plane along the line QOM, then everything is altered and confounded because point F [he means E] is seen as before at point O, but point A, which should be seen at point S, is seen at point Q, outside its position and similarly point F, at point P and the other two points D (and) B are equally seen beyond their position at the points N (and) M and must be seen at the points Z (and) R which parts from point C, being seen under equal angles along the circumference LIG, will be equal. But on the line SR they will be seen unequal, for if they were equal, as they are on the paper QOM, by the eye standing at the point C they would be seen under unequal angles. Since we have shown at prop. 36 that of equal sizes those appear larger which are closer to the eye and thus of equal sizes which are on the paper QOM, the two PO and ON will appear greater than the two QP and NM.
Hence the two angles PCO and OCN will be greater than (the two) QCP and NCM (and) hence the sizes AF, FE, ED and DB will not be seen under the four equal angles that they make at the point C as one supposes, which is false. And thus the sizes which are drawn on the paper LIG of the circle and correspond to those of the line AB as the paper is reduced to a straight line, they will be outside their true position and will not be shown as true in the section of the visual pyramid.
And thus this instrument is refuted as false and useless. But he who would reduce the instrument properly, which can be useful, leaving the ruler with the viewer in the same way that they are, will make the tables of the base square and in exchange for the piece of the circle HLKI, one draws a straight panel and one attaches a piece of paper to it and for the rest one proceeds as was said and all will succeed well."
"Questo strumento, che Daniel Barbaro dice haver visto in Siena á Baldassare Lanci da Urbino, & che da molti altri e usato, é fatto cosi. A un tondo simile a un tagliere é attaccata una tavoletta torta, come sarebbe un pezzo della cassa d'un tamburo, o d'un cerchio di scatola grande, come qui si vede la HLKI, che é attaccata alla tavola tonda GHSI. & poi nel centro d'essa tavola é fitto un piede, che nel punto A, si gira intorno, & nelli punti C, B, sta inchiodato il regolo SE, di maniera che in esso chiodo vi giri, & nella sommitá del regolo si mette una cannelletta, ó un'altro regoletto, con due mire ad angoli retti, per poter con esso traguardare da presso, ó di lontano, le cose che si hanno a mettere in Prospettiva: & piu á basso, cioé quasi all'incontro del mezo del cerchio di legno si attacca a1 prefato regolo SE, un'altra cannelletta di rame DF, che stia anche essa col regolo ad angoli retti, acció sia parallela á quella, che di sopra s'é posta nel punto E, & secondo che quella di sopra gira, ó salza, ó abbassa, mentre che il regolo SE, gira netti punti CB, questa di sotto DF, giri, & s'alzi, ó abbassi ancor ella. Dipoi si attacca nel pezzo di cerchio HLKI, una carta, & traguardando per le mire ET, quello che si vuol vedere, si spinge un filo di fero, che é den-tro alla cannella DF, & si fa un punto nella carta che é attac-cata a1 cerchio, seguitando poi di mano in mano finche sia finito di segnare ogni cosa, & si spicca 1a carta con la Prospet-tiva che vi e é fatta, la qual dico che come si lieve dalla circon-ferenza del cerchio & si riduce in piano, che ogni cosa vien falsa, & lo mostro cosi. Siano le grandezze AF, FE, ED, DB, & lo strumento con il quale le vogliamo levare in Prospettiva, sia GIL, & l'occhio stia alla sommitá del regolo nel punto C, per il quale mirando li sopradetti punti, siano segnati dallo stiletto netti punti della carta LKIHG. Hora se la cara có la Prospettiva dovesse star sempre nel cerchio attaccata, mirandola dal punto C, riuscirebbe ogni cosa bene, & le grandezze, poniam caso AF, & LK, essendo viste sotto il medisemo angolo ACF, ci apparirebbono uguali, & mostrerebbono d'essere le medesime. Ma come la carta si spicca della circonferenza LIG, & si riduce in piano nella linea QOM, all'hora si altera & confondo ogni cosa: perche il punto F, si vede come prima nel punto O, ma il punto A, che si doverebbe vedere nel punto S, si vede nel punto Q, fuor del suo luogo, e similmente il punto F, nel punto P, & g'altri due punti D, B, si vedranno parimente fuor del sito loro nelli punti N, M, & doverebbono essere netti punti ZR, lequali parti essendo dal punto C, viste sotto angoli uguali nella circonferenza LIG, saranno uguali: ma nella linea SR, saranno viste disuguali, perche se fussero uguali, si come stanno nella carta QOM, dall'occhio che sta nel punto C, sarebban viste sotto angoli disuguali, havendo noi dimo-strato alla prop. 31. che delle grandezze digradate uguali, quelle appariscano maggiori, che sono piu á dirimpetto all'occhio, & peró delle grandezze uguali, che sono nella carta QOM, le due PO, & ON, appariranno maggiori che non fanno le due QP & NM, adunque le grandezze AF, FE, ED, & DB, non saranno viste sotto li quattro angoli, che si fanno nel punto C, uguali, si come si suppone, il che é falso: & cosi le grandezze che nella carta LIG, del cerchio sono digradate, & rispondono á quella della linea AB, come la carta si riduce á dirittura in piano saranno fuori del sito loro, & non ci mostreranno il vero nella settione della piramide visuale: & peró questo strumento come falsa & inutile si rifuta. Ma chi volesse ridurre questo instrumento giusto, che potesse servire, lasciando li regoli con la mira nel medesimo modo che stanno, facciasi la tavola della basa della strumento quadra, in cambio del pezzo di cerchio HLKI, si pigli una tavoletta piana, & vi si attacchi la carta, & nel resto si operi come si é detto, & riuscirá ogni cosa bene."
Some scholars have sought to relate this method described by Danti to Leonardo 
